DANCE MINOR

6 credits required of Ballet Technique (selected from the below course listings)
DANC105 Basic Ballet Technique - 3sh
DANC205 Intermediate Ballet Technique - 3sh
DANC301 Advanced Ballet Technique - 3sh

6 credits required of Modern Technique (selected from the below course listings)
DANC100 Beginning Modern Technique - 3sh
DANC200 Intermediate Modern Technique - 3sh
DANC303 Advanced Modern Technique - 3sh

3 credits required of Dance History
DANC302 Dance in Western Culture - 3sh

3 credits required of the below courses
DANC210 Dance Composition - 3sh
DANC300 Dance Integration for Elementary Education - 3sh

Total # of credits required for Minor = 18sh
(at least 2 course must be upper level courses at the 300 level)